
Full Proc CommandPosted by Duleto - 2023/03/30 20:10_____________________________________I know there was a command in rF1 that triggers all of the cores in game start. It was something like "+fullproc" I believe.Unfortunately it is not working in GTR2. Does someone knows a command that allows the game to start with all of the cores?============================================================================Aw: Full Proc CommandPosted by dikl - 2023/03/30 22:35_____________________________________I'm using a Powershell ISE script since years to set the no. of cores to use by the different programs.It works pretty good for me...regardsdikl============================================================================Aw: Full Proc CommandPosted by rdjango - 2023/04/01 10:50_____________________________________Hi Dimitar,have a look at GTL. In the Autoupdater you can make a link to start GTL and there you can select the number of cores which GTL should use. Then make a click with the right Mousebutton on this Desktoplink and you will find the command to start GTL with x Cores under Properties. (I 'm not at the PC yet). Now you can make a link to GTR2 with similiar Properties. Or you copy the GTL-link and edit it to GTR2.regardsrdjango============================================================================Re:Full Proc CommandPosted by Duleto - 2023/04/01 14:52_____________________________________Thanks. This is what Micha provided me with a long time ago, but I am not sure how to change it for Festbierbude:C:\Python27\pythonw.exe "C:\Users\Micha\AppData\Roaming\Bierbuden Autoupdate\cpuaffinity.py" --cpuid=0,1,2,3 "C:\GTL\GTL.exe"EDIT: I made it!Here's the code is someone would like to apply it:C:\Python27\pythonw.exe "C:\Users\Dimitar Dulichki\AppData\Roaming\Bierbuden Autoupdate\cpuaffinity.py" --cpuid=0,1,2,3 "E:\Games\Festbierbude\GTR 2 - FIA GT Racing Game\GTR2.exe" -trace=1000Just change the folder directories.============================================================================Aw: Re:Full Proc CommandPosted by rdjango - 2023/04/01 18:48_____________________________________Grats, that's it :)============================================================================Aw: Full Proc CommandPosted by dikl - 2023/04/01 22:20_____________________________________Viele Wege fÃ¼hren nach Rom.Many ways lead to Rome.The Taskmanager wasn't mentioned yet, but this works too, with a lot of manual effort everytime.And within the PnG3 Launcher is also a setting option for the cores.Choose your favorite!Regards,dikl============================================================================
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